Abstract-We present a distributed algorithm for creating a modular shape by magnification. The input to the algorithm is presented with a small scale version of the desired shape and a magnification factor m . The output of the system is the object that corresponds to the m-fold magnification of the input shape. We describe and analyze a distributed algorithm for this capability and present simulation results. Making shapes by magnification can be viewed as a programming interface for creating objects by programming matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Programmable Matter is achieved when a collection of small robotic modules that are physically connected have the ability to respond to the request of creating a goal shape autonomously. Many approaches have been proposed to creating shapes from modules. We have been developing a method for creating shapes by subtraction [5] . Starting with a collection of particles we call a bag of smart pebbles, we compute which pebbles need to connect together to create the desired object. Figure 2 shows example hardwares of smart pebbles. The resulting object can be pulled out of the bag. When the object is no longer needed the object is returned to the bag and its smart pebble components are recycled and made available for creating a different object.
In our previous work we presented distributed algorithms for creating a desired shape using subtraction as the fundamental operation [5] . In this paper we demonstrate the creation of objects by magnification. The intuition behind this idea is as follows. We present the system with a miniaturized version of the desired shape, for example a dollhouse sized chair. We then "dip" the object in the bag of smart particles along with a magnification parameter. The system outputs a copy of the desired object in the desired size-for example a life-size chair with the same geometry as that of the input object. The "smart" modules capable of computing communicating to neighbors, and making and breaking connections to neighbors. In this paper, the modules capable of computing are up-down counter, loop-break and evaluating a value is equal to 0 or not. The modules collectively determine the shape of the object and compute how to form connections among them to create a magnification of the shape by a given magnification factor. Upon completion, the desired object is extracted by reaching inside the smart bag. This approach to making shapes can be viewed as a new type of user interface for creating object. This user interface allows the "programming" of different shapes without the need for a computer to explicitly code the selection.
More specifically, we are given a set of modular robots with the ability of making and breaking connections. We are *Distributed Robotics Lab, CSAIL, MIT Fig. 1 . Screenshot of the simulator. The simulator makes char when the magnification factor is 3. The module on red are the seed module. The modules on blue are running Algorithm 3. The modules on pink is marked itself as internal connecting modules and run Algorithm 4 . The modules on Green is marked itself as internal connecting modules.
also given the description of a geometric shape and a magnification factor. In this paper we present a distributed algorithm that parses the given shape and creates the desired magnification of the shape. The algorithm is implemented in the subtraction approach to modular robots by self-disassembly introduced in our previous work [5] , [6] . Creating robotic systems and smart objects by self-disassembly has one main advantage over existing approaches by self-assembly. Selfdisassembling systems entail a simple actuation mechanism (disconnection) which is generally easier, faster, and more robust than actively seeking and making connections. Modular robots that can self-disassemble provide a simple and robust approach toward the goal of smart structures and digital clay. A collection of millions of modules, if each were small enough, could form a completely malleable building material that could solidify and then disassemble on command. As in existing selective laser sintering systems, (which fuse particulate matter to create rapid prototypes), a self-disassembling robotic system would only require the user to shake off the unused modules. Fig. 2 . Two examples of hardware modules that can use the magnification algorithms for making shapes [6] , [5] . We are currently implementing the magnification algorithm on a 50 modules of robot pebbles [6] The process of creating a shape by magnification proceeds as follows. An initial amorphously connected shape is created of the existing modules. Then, a scaled-down version of the desired shape is presented to the system. The system analyzes the desired goal shape and computes incrementally the desired magnification for the shape using parallel evaluation of a system of three rules per module. Using local communication, the group cooperates to distribute this information so that all modules know whether to remain as a part of the system or to extricate themselves. Finally, the unnecessary modules disconnect from the system and drop off to create the desired shape by magnifying the input shape.
A. Related Work
Our work builds on prior and ongoing research in modular and distributed robotics [1] , [18] , [4] , [8] , [11] , [3] , [10] , [13] , [16] , [14] , [2] and self-assembling systems [9] , [15] . For a good review of this field see [17] . This prior work is concerned with how to build a modular system capable of aggregating different shapes autonomously. The work is focused on the basic module design, modular system architecture, and control and planning algorithms for achieving the desired shape creation or change. Most these systems are composed of identical modules that can connect to each other, communicate, have some actuation capabilities, and in general are able to cooperate to perform a task as a group. Like in these prior systems, we assume that the modules can connect and communicate with each other in order to perform a global task. The only actuation available to the system is in the form of local connections and disconnections. This is the subtraction model that supports making shape by disassembly and was introduced by our prior work [7] , [5] . The work in this paper is different in that its focus is the creation of a desired magnification of a given shape in the subtraction model. "h" -Shape Coordinate (2, 2) Seed Module Scaling has been proposed by [12] as a way of making the largest possible instantiation of a given shape geometry according to how many modules there are in a system. The algorithm is centralized and computes the largest object of a desired shape that can be constructed from a set of modules. When some modules are removed, the system adapts and compute smaller sized object. Our work is different from this prior work that uses magnification in several ways. We use subtraction as the basic model for creating shapes. We specify the desired magnification size as part of the goal. We develop and analyze a decentralized approach to this problem and examine the use of buffering as a way of optimizing communication in this system. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION: DISTRIBUTED MAGNIFICATION
We are given a collection of modules capable of shapeformation by subtraction such as the Smart Pebbles [6] . The modules in the system are not localized. We assume that they have the ability of communicating locally to neighbors and of programming their connections to attach to and detach from their neighbors.
In the future we envision providing the input to the system as a physical miniature shape the that system could envelop, model its geometry, and automatically extract the input information from it. For now we provide the model to the system as shown in Figures 3 and 4 .
Shape formation by magnification and subtraction proceeds through three stages: shape parsing, shape distribution, and disassembly.
A. Shape Distribution
The first phase of shape distribution takes as input the geometry of the sample and the magnification factor ( Figure  3 ). This phase expects a representation of the shape in the form of a list of 3d coordinates expressed in a local coordinate system. The goal is to ensure that each module in the final magnified configuration is informed that it is part of it. We will accomplish this by a sequence of messages flowing outward to mark some key modules on the boundary of the structure. These modules correspond to the mapping of the input shape modules to the goal shape. A second sequence of messages originate at the location of these special modules and locate and mark all the internal modules in the goal shape. These messages are called inclusion messages.
This list can be provided directly to the system as input. Alternatively, this representation can also be extracted from the sample object when the object consists of a set of connected modules. Parsing the geometry of the sample object for a list of local coordinates for each module is an instance of localization and proceeds as follows. The 
message.m = scale 8:
Send message to the neighbor wait to receive a message 3: if message = (0, 0, 0) then Figure 2 shows an example of the message. When the message is ((0, 6, 3), 3) , the final destination is the relational location (0, 6, 3) and its magnification factor is 3. When a message is received, it is transmitted to the next module as explained in Algorithm 2. The messages arrive their final destination without and any global or local knowledge about the system because the modules receiving the message repeat the Algorithm 2.
Given an encoding of the model shape in the form of a list of 3D coordinates and a magnification factor, the final shape is computed and transmitted to the connected modules forming the "bag of smart sand" as follows (see Algorithm 1.) For each coordinate tuple in the list, the magnification factor is applied to each coordinate. As shownin send three messages to right, front, and bottom, respectively, until success 7: message.y ++
8:
// message is ((0, 1, 0), m)
send message to right until success 10: message.z ++
11:
// message is ((0, 1, 1), m)
12:
send message to right until success 13: message.y −−
14:
// message is ((0, 0, 1), m) 15: send message to right until success 16: send message to bottom until success message.x ++; send message to left until success 3: else if message.y < 0 then 4: message.y ++; send message to back until success 5: else if message.z < 0 then 6: message.z ++; send message to top until success 7: else if message.x = 0 then 8: message.x −−; send message to right until success 9: else if message.y = 0 then 10: message.y −−; send message to front until success 11: else if message.z = 0 then 12: message.z −−; send message to bottom until success 13: end if Figure 5 the coordinate (0, 2, 1) becomes (0, 4, 2) when the magnification factor is 2 and the coordinate (0, 2, 1) becomes (0, 6, 3) when the magnification factor is 3. A new message is created out of the new coordinates and the magnification factor. Algorithm 1 generates and sends such a message for each module in the original structure. The message sent from the seed module is no difference from the other messages between modules. So, the modules the receiving the messages from seed modules process Algorithms 2 without any difference from the messages from the "normal" modules.
Algorithm 2, 3, and 4 shows how a pushed shape message is processed. Algorithm 5 that can replace Algorithm 3 is for negative coordinate extension. The goal is to push this message through the structure until it reaches the module it labels (Algorithm 3 .) Suppose module (i, j, k) has received At this point the given module in the original structure has found its corresponding module in the magnified structure (Algorithm 4.) When all the modules in the input shape have found their match in the goal shape, the goal shape skeleton is computed but the internal modules are not marked. The final stage of shape distribution identifies and marks the internal modules. Intuitively, we would like for each already marked to be in the final shape to send final shape inclusion messages to the internal modules that are closest to it. If the module has coordinates (i, j, k) and the magnification factor is m, this module must send inclusion messages to all the modules in the m × m × m block originating at (i, j, k). The following procedure accomplishes this task. Upon receipt of the message ((0, 0, 0), m) the receiving module generates messages it sends to its neighbors in the x, y, and z directions. Each message hop decreases the magnification factor. For example, the module receiving the message ((0, 0, 0), 3) sends the message ((0, 0, 0), 2) in the x, y and z direction, the messages ((0, 1, 0), 2) and ((0, 1, 1) , 2) in x direction, the message ((0, 0, 1), 2) in x and z direction (Algorihtm 4.) The message generation procedure is repeated by all nodes asynchronously and in parallel until the magnification factor becomes 1. Upon receipt of the message ((0, 0, 0), 1), the receiving node stops forwarding the inclusion message as Figure 5 and Algorithm 4.
At this stage all the modules in the goal magnified shape are marked. The next phase of the algorithm requires that all modules that did not receive inclusion messages disconnect. The remaining connected structure is the desired magnified object.
B. Correctness Analysis
We now demonstrate that the magnified shape is computed correctly.
Theorem 2.1: Given a goal shape and a magnification factor m, Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 4 will mark all the modules of the goal shape and only the modules of the goal shape.
Proof: We observe that the magnification happens in two main phases for each message. In the first phase each module in the original structure is mapped to a location in the magnified structure. This establishes the scaffold of the magnified object. Next, assign the local coordinates (0, 0, 0) to each module in the scaffold. By Algorithm 4, each module will send inclusion messages to all the modules in the m × m×m block originating at (0, 0, 0). The union of these blocks is precisely the desired magnified object. Wait until receiving a message 4: if bu f f erQueue are full then
reply f alse 6:
receive a message to bu f f erQueue 8: reply true 9:
end if 10: end loop 11: < Buffering > 12: loop 13: wait until bu f f erQueue has messages 14: message = bu f f erQueue.pop() 
C. Optimization by Buffering
We observe that if the modules do not have a way to simultaneously store and process messages, the performance of the system is affected by the order in which messages arrive at each module. When multiple messages arrive at the same time it is beneficial to use buffering to parallelize message processing. To use buffering, Algorithm 6 replaces Algorithm 2. Algorithm 6 shows an extension of the system that uses buffering. This algorithm does not change the flow and correctness of the Magnification algorithm. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION IN SIMULATION
We have implemented Algorithms 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 in simulation in MATLAB. We have used this system to experiment with several different object geometries and magnification factors. We have done simulation experiments on several complex objects ( Figure 6 ). We repeated each object magnification simulation three times and iterated for all magnification scales between 1 to 10. We have done the simulations without buffering, and with 1 and 2 buffers.
To evaluate building a shape with this system, we use three metrics: (1) the number of messages, (2) the size of each module's buffer, and (3) the computational power of each module's processor. The number of messages is a function of the size of required memory, the input, and time. The buffer size is dependent on the size of circuits in the module and to the time required to build the desired object. The algorithm has a minimalist flavor. It consists of three main computation functions: communication of a message containing four numbers, counting, and comparing to zero.
Number of messages. For a scale 1 size chair composed of 23 module, the number of the messages is 23. Our algorithm also uses 23 messages for building the scale 10 size chair which needs 23000 modules. We conducted simulation experiments for creating chairs with all scaling factors between 1 and 10. Table I shows the Message Efficiency for building the chair with scaling factors 1 through 10. We define Message Efficiency as the ratio of the number of messages to the number of modules while building the desired shape. Figure 7 plots the message efficiency.
Buffering. To see the effects of buffering, consider using Algorithm 3, 4 and 5 to make a chair. When (i, j, k) is (0, 0, 0), the processor will be locked until all of the magnification messages are sent, because all of the messages are unique and independent of the other messages. Table II and Figure 8 show how buffering affects running time. The simulations were evaluated using the ratio between the number of buffers and building time, when chairs with varying scaling factors are built. Each scaling factor was simulated 10 times and the reported numbers are averages. For small scaling factors, the buffers make a difference by speeding the computation. For large scaling factors, the number of buffers does not affect the running time of the algorithm. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have explored the use of magnification as a way of programming shapes in modular systems. In this paper, we have presented algorithms for creating complex shapes by magnification in a modular robot system. We describe the algorithms, analyze their correctness and discuss efficiency in the context of simulation data. The algorithm is decentralized and minimal in the number of messages required to create a shape. Two important goals for designing the magnification algorithm has been to minimize information flow in systems with limited resources, and to minimize the storage and communication required to build a large shape that consists of many modules. The magnification algorithm requires only three function as discussed in implementation section. This approach to communication minimization can be applied to more general complex networks, for example as shown in Figure 9 .
We are currently working on two extensions of the magnification algorithm. The magnification algorithm can be applied to the formation of complex shapes with variable scale features-for example some parts of the object can be magnified more than others. The magnification algorithm can be modified to operate in reverse direction to compress shape for a modular system which has limited power or memory space. We are also working on designing a new type of computer, that runs the magnification algorithm with distributed architecture.
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